An income statement is a financial statement that reports a company's financial performance over a specific accounting period. Financial performance is assessed by giving a summary of how the business incurs its revenues and expenses through both operating and non-operating activities. It also shows the net profit or loss incurred over a specific accounting period.

Prospective investors make use of financial statements to assess the viability of investing in a business. Financial analyses are used by investors and are prepared by professionals (financial analysts), thus providing them with the basis for making investment decisions.

However, it has also become one of the most challenging as well due to executing mid and long-term strategies by finding investors and access to credit.

Valoore reduces the time and costs involved in managing financial planning at divisional, corporate and group levels. The highly automated software unifies all interrelated processes starting from strategic and operational planning and extending beyond to the financial close and reporting including the profit impact at each step along the way.

Valoore provides a highly collaborative environment supporting Finance and Management Control functions on all enterprise levels.

Key Benefits:

- Communicate strategy more effectively
- Create more frequent, accurate forecasts
- Publish financial reports faster
- Improve business process efficiency
- Information delivery: Offers efficient report distribution to a large and diverse user community
in’ Income Statement

Key Features:

- **Dynamic consolidation:** Provides on-demand access to actual and planning data.

- **Accounting logic:** Supports multiple accounting standards and partial ownership consolidations.

- **Budgeting and planning:** Supports rolling forecasts topdown and bottom-up budgeting and budgetcycle seeding.

- **Process management:** Eases management of reporting and data entry forms with webbased workflow control.

- **Data management:** A prebuilt data model creates a consistent view and allows true integration with other solutions.

- Integrated planning, budgeting, financial reporting and business modeling – along with built-in scorecards and dashboards – enable seamless strategy communication.

- Explore multiple scenarios and encourage broader participation in forecast development to enhance the reliability of published earnings expectations.

- Close your books faster by performing on-demand consolidations – including automatic currency conversion, intercompany eliminations, ownership adjustments, allocations and more.

- An integrated process management framework enables users to create and monitor their business processes, automate key tasks, and identify and resolve bottlenecks.
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